In modern society, it is common for people to be active in many different online social networks at once. As new social network services arise every year, it remains a great challenge to integrate social data. Discovering multiple profiles of a single person across different social networks is a precondition for integration, but it is still challenging due to the inconsistency and disruption of the accessible information among social media networks (SMNs). Many studies have made efforts on user's profiles, users' contents, and network structure to address this issue, but the issue of how to consider all these information in a unified model and tackle them simultaneously still remains challenging. Considering that identical users tend to have partial similar friend relationship structures in different SMNs, especially friendship SMNs, we deepen the analysis of ''friend'' relationships (mutual following connections) in different SMNs, and propose PIFGM (Pairwise Identical Factor Graph Model), a novel factor graph model-based model, to address this problem by considering both user attributes and friend relationships across networks. We also present a distributed learning algorithm to handle large-scale social networks. We evaluate the proposed model on two different data collections: SNS and SR. Our experimental results validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed model. The proposed PIFGM significantly outperforms several alternative methods by up to approximately 10%∼20% in terms of F1 and precision on SNS and SR respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, users have been introduced to many online social networks such as Sina microblog, Twitter, Instagram, or LinkedIn. Due to this diversity of online social media networks (SMNs), more and more people tend to use different SMNs for different purposes. People may be attracted by different functions offered by different social networks to better take advantage of services provided by each social network. For instance, users may use Twitter to publish opinions on political events while adopt Instagram to share their leisure activities. A survey in the US shows that two-thirds of online adults use social media platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, or LinkedIn, to stay in touch with friends, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shirui Pan . family members, and business partners. Users produce various content and also build different ego-networks in different networks.
With the rise of different online social networks being used for different purposes with different contexts, analyzing a user identity on a single social media may not give a comprehensive understanding of his/her personalities and interests. If we can link a user's identities from multiple networks, collect and analyze his/her information on these social networks together, we may have a more comprehensive view about the user and provide better recommendations and services. The primary topic for cross-platform SMN research is user identification across different networks. However, the current online social network data is big, noisy, incomplete and highly unstructured, and these social networks are independent of each other. VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ Thus, it is not a trivial task to link users across multiple social networks.
Although each social network structure is constructed for the user's specific objective and only reflects a part of his/her real world social circle, most users may have the same or similar attributes on different social networks, such as username, biography, emails, location, gender, profile photo and links to other web pages. No solution can identify all identical users. Some attributes may be used to identify a portion of users across multiple SMNs. In the early stage, researchers used the email address to find identical users in different SMNs [11] . Although email addresses are an effective attribute for the task, they are difficult to get due to privacy protection concerns. To solve this problem, more research is provided on accessible attributes, e.g., the user profile attributes [1] - [3] , the user activities [4] , [5] . All these works can identify a portion of identical users.
However, the accessible attributes among different SMNs have become increasingly inconsistent, incomplete and disruptive. Moreover, profile features may be easily impersonated by other users. Network structure is much more accessible than profile information [6] - [8] . Network structure features refer to the social network interactions between different users in the same online social network. Most current research focuses on local network, whose structure features can be built through the one-hop neighbors, such as following, followee and friend relationships. The single following relationships can not represent true ''friend'' relationships since a lot of users tend to follow famous persons in different SMNs. Obviously, friend relationships represents mutual-following connections [7] , where each connection requires mutual confirmations between the two users, are much more reliable and consistent among microblogging SMNs, such as Sina and Tencent Microblog, Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, etc. Goga et al. [16] noted that many users have accounts on several SMNs ( such as MySpace, Twitter, Facebook and Flickr etc.). We investigated 213 users with both Twitter and MySpace accounts and found that an average of 70.2% of their friends concurred in Twitter concurred in MySpace. Also, we conducted a similar investigation on 152 users with both Facebook and Flickr accounts, and found an average of 61.3% overlapping on their friend circle. Since identical users tend to set up partial similar friend relationship structures in different SMNs, it may be much more suitable for cross-platform user identification tasks.
The joint use of profile information and network structure may lead to better results [9] , [10] , [12] . Specifically, Bartunov et al. [12] integrated profile information with a network structure using a Conditional Random Fields model, but it only considered local identity resolution, that is, discovering matching profile pairs across the contacts of the given seed user, and it is difficult to scale for big data. Zhang et al. [10] proposed an energy based model to formalize the problem as a unified framework, it mainly focuses on the global consistency on user identification tasks among multiple SMNs. In this paper, we hope to formulate local accessible attributes and friend relationship matching into a novel principled optimization model. To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has explored the preceding problems to such extent.
However, the task remains challenging because of the unbalanced nature of users' information. First, the accessible attributes among different SMNs become increasingly inconsistent, partial and noisy. It is not ideal to identify users across networks only by attributes matching; Second, as real networks become larger and larger with millions of nodes, it is important to develop efficient algorithms that can scale up well. Third, the existing friend relationship definition only considers the neighborhood relationship between two users, it neglects the relationships among three or more users [8] .
To address these challenges, in this paper, we conduct a systematic investigation into the problem of user identification across multiple social networks. We formally define the problem and develop a novel factor graph model to support our task. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
(1) We deepen the analysis on friend relationships, and give the formal definition of dyadic friend relationship and triadic friend relationship. Based on this, we propose PIFGM (Pairwise Identical Factor Graph Model), a novel factor graph model, to formalize our problem as a unified optimization framework by considering both local profile attributes and friend relationships. (2) We present a distributed implementation of the learning algorithm based on MPI (Message-Passing Interface) without information lose to scale up to large networks. (3) Providing concrete demonstrations of PIFGM performance with two datasets: SNS network dataset [10] and SR network dataset. SNS consists of several popular social networks including Twitter, Flickr, Myspace, Last.fm, and Live-Journal. SR data collection consists of Sina Microblog and Renren. Findings show that PIFGM is superior to other representative methods in these datasets.
This article proceeds as follows. Section 2 systematically presents terminology on user identification across different SMNs. Section 3 reviews related works on cross-platform user identification. Section 4 proposes the PIFGM algorithm. Section 5 covers the experimental studies. Section 6 offers conclusions.
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION IN CROSS-PLATFORM USER IDENTIFICATION A. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Let SMN = (U , E, R) denotes a social network, where U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u N } is a set of N users and E is a set of relationships between users. Each element e ij = (u i , u j ) ∈ E represents a mutual following relationship between the user u i and the user u j . Each user is associated with a d −dimensional attribute vector r i (the i-th row in R), which is defined based on the user's profile information, such as names or emails. As more than one SMNs are discussed in this paper, paper, we use the superscript A to indicate variables (or notations) associated with the SMNA. The notations frequently used in this paper are listed in Table 1 . Moreover, the set items and the vectors are marked in italic, while the matrices are presented in bold. Given this, we define the task of user identification as follows: Given two social networks SMN =
}, a user u A i ∈ U A and a user u B j ∈ U B , decide whether u A i and u B j refer to the same user. An example of such task is shown in Figure 1 . White node pairs are labeled pairs, gray nodes are not projected, blue node pairs are discovered by our method. For convenience, we have the following definitions. that can be used to determine y i for each candidate user pair. For simplicity, in this work, we assume that one user has at most one account in an online social network.
B. THE FRAMEWORK OF PIFGM
According to the definitions above, identifying users across two SMNs yields a set of labeled identical user pairs and candidate user pairs. Figure 2 shows the framework of our proposed method. It contains three modules: candidate user pair generation, Pairwise Identical Factor Graph Model (PIFGM) generation, and model learning for PIFGM. We select a set of candidate user pairs based on attributes and structure information to reduce the size of UPG. The PIFGM generation contains three steps: UPG generation, profile attribute matching and friend relationship matching. The objective of PIFGM generation is to model the correlations between two or three candidate user pairs. We factorize the joint distribution over the label set in UPG into a product of factors, which are attribute factor function and friend relationship factor function. During the model learning, we maximize the log-likelihood function of all the labeled user pairs, and use gradient descent algorithm to learn the parameters. Furthermore, we develop a distributed learning method based on MPI (Message Passing Interface) to scale up well with large networks.
III. RELATED WORKS
We reviewed current studies on cross-platform user identification from three categories: profile-based approaches, structure-based approaches and hybrid approaches.
A. PROFILE-BASED APPROACHES
The use of the attributes to match users across distinct social networks has been largely investigated [13] - [17] . Some researchers focus only on the username of an individual as a way to match different profiles [13] , [14] . Perito et al. [13] explored the possibility of linking users profiles only by looking at their usernames. Zafarani [14] developed a user mapping method by modeling user behavior on screen names. Despite that the identification task depends on username analysis is easy to operate, some researchers found that Leveraging a combination of profile features can result in better results. Motoyama et al. [15] described each pair of profiles as a vector of scores, which represent the similarity between the values of the attributes (e.g., email, gender, age, hometown). Goga et al. [16] showed that usernames, real names, locations, and photos can robustly identify about 80% of the matching pairs of user accounts between two social networks. Abel et al. [17] aggregated user profiles and matched users across systems. Raad et al. [21] matched user profiles by considering all the profile's attributes. Mu et al. [3] used the user's attributes (e.g., gender, birthday, and educational background) to explore a new concept of ''Latent User Spac'' to more naturally model the relationship between the underlying real users. Vozecky et al. [19] represented user profiles from Facebook and StudiVZ as n-dimensional vectors. Then, the vectors are compared by means of exact matching, partial matching and fuzzy matching. Wang et al. [24] used real name, username, location, and URL to generate the feature of the user, and applied several similarity measures to measure the similarity of the user profiles on different websites.
Besides, some researchers use writing style and a few semantic features to identify users [20] . Riederer et al. [5] presented an algorithm which utilizes trajectory-based features to link identical users. Li et al. [18] addressed the problem of user identification based on User Generated Content (UGC). Soroush et al. [22] was inspired by stylometry techniques and presented the models for Digital Stylometry to match user accounts. Such content-based features are often sparse in SMNs. Although public profile attributes provide powerful information for user identification, some attributes are difficult to obtain because of privacy protection. Thus, it is difficult to define attribute features to provide sufficient generality for different data collections.
B. STRUCTURE-BASED APPROACHES
Structure features are more easily to obtain than attribute features in social networks. To analyze privacy and anonymity, Narayanan et al. [23] developed NS, based solely on network topology. Zhou et al. [7] proved that using a friendship structure to analyze cross-platform SMNs is more effective than existing structure-based user identification scheme, but this method needs extra prior knowledge, and the performance on real-world networks is not satisfactory. In the following research, Zhou et al. [8] proposed an unsupervised scheme, named friend relationship-based user Identification algorithm without prior knowledge. In terms of distributed computing, Korula et al. [25] designed a local distributed algorithm that uses only structural information about the graphs to expand the initial set of links into a mapping/identification of a large fraction of the nodes in the two networks.
C. HYBRID APPROACHES
To improve existing attribute-based UIR methods, some researchers employed additional data sources, in particular social linkage data. Bennacer et al. [11] presented an algorithm that uses the network topology and the publicly available personal information to iteratively match profiles across social networks. Bartunov et al. [12] proposed a new approach for user profile matching based on Conditional Random Fields that extensively combines usage of profile attributes and social linkage. Zhang et al. [10] presented an energy-based model to link user identities by considering local features, network structure features and global consistency. Liu et al. [27] built structure consistency models to maximize the structure and behavior consistency on users' core social structure across different platforms. Most of the above methods need prior knowledge, such as labeled pairs or seed pairs. Fu et al. [28] proposed a graph node similarity measurement in consideration with both graph structure and descriptive information. This method does not need prior knowledge, but the time complexity is pretty high. Malhotra et al. [26] combined the user profile information and friend network to generate the user's digital footprints, and applied automated classifiers for user identification based on user's footprints.
Except for the above research, some researchers deanonymize social network users by graph matching algorithms [29] , [30] . However, these methods mostly focus on the synthetic graphs. In this study, we propose an innovative hybrid approach PIFGM by considering both local profile attributes and network structures, which are similar to JLA and COSNET. However, our method differs from these two methods in the following aspects:
(1) JLA and PIFGM are suitable for finding identical users across two different networks, while COSNET mainly focuses on the global consistency among more than three networks. (2) JLA utilizes Conditional Random Field that combines usage of profile attributes and social linkage, COSNET utilizes energy-based model by considering both local and global consistency among multiple networks, while PIFGM utilizes factor graph model to formalize the task as a as a unified optimization framework. (3) Although three algorithms utilize both local attributes and network structure, the detailed features are different. The local attributes mostly depend on the available information on certain networks. In other words, different networks may show different attribute features. In terms of network structure, JLA depends on the number of sharing friends, which may probably mismatch users when they share few known friends. COSNET only considers the neighborhood relationship between two users, and neglects the relationship among three users. PIFGM converts the connections in different SMNs into two kinds of friend relationships in User Pair Graph (UPG), defined as dyadic friend relationship and triadic friend relationship, are more effective for user identification tasks. (4) PIFGM and COSNET can be easily implemented in a distributed learning manner, while JLA cannot. We propose a distributed learning method based on MPI without information loss.
IV. PAIRWISE IDENTICAL FACTOR GRAPH MODEL
In general, there are two ways to model the problem. The first way is to model each user from two SMNs as a node. For each node we try to estimate probability distributions of the relationship (whether they are the same person) from the user in SMN A to another user in SMN B . The graphical model consists of M + N variable nodes, where M , N denote the number of users in SMN A and SMN B respectively. This model is intuitive, but it suffers from some limitations. For example, it is difficult to model the neighborhood relationships between two pairs of identical users, and its computational complexity is high. An alternative way is to model each candidate user pair from two SMNs as a node in a graphical model, which is used in our paper. Based on this, we propose a Pairwise Identical Factor Graph Model (PIFGM) by considering both attribute matching and friend relationship matching. The basic idea of PIFGM is to incorporate local profile features and network structures as factors in a factor graphical model. We transform the original node-oriented network into a user-pair-oriented graph (UPG=(U UPG , E UPG )) by formalizing each candidate user pair as a node, where
∈ U UPG be two candidate user pairs (two nodes) from SMN A and SMN B , we add an edge between these two nodes if
represents the neighborhood set. The PIFGM is constructed based on the UPG. Figure 3 gives an example of a UPG generated from two networks and the constructed PIFGM model. The relationships between x and its corresponding user pair are listed in Table 2 . As shown in Figure 3 (a), both two input networks SMN A and SMN B contain three users, then 9 candidate user pairs can be generated. Figure 3 (b) represents a generated UPG based on the 9 candidate user pairs.
Thus, we construct a factor graph in Figure 3 (c) to model the correlations between two or three candidate user pairs 1 . The model is referred to as a Pairwise Identical Factor Graph Model. Given a UPG, we factorize the joint distribution over 1 A factor graph is a particular type of graphical model, which takes a bipartite graph to represent the factorization of a joint distribution and enables efficient computation of marginal distributions through the sumproduct algorithm. the label set Y in UPG into a product of factors, with each factor representing a function of a set of variables, where a variable indicates the candidate user pair or the label of a user pair in the graph:
where f (x i , y i ) is the factor function representing the correlation between the candidate user pair x i and the corresponding label y i . Notation g(y i , y j ) denotes the factor function corresponding to two candidate user pairs, which represents the correlation between two candidate user pairs. Notation g (y i , y j , y k ) denotes the factor function corresponding to three candidate user pairs in a triadic structure, which represents the correlation among three candidate user pairs. Notation Z denotes the global normalization term that adds up the products of the factor functions over all possible configurations of all the candidate user pairs' labels, i.e.,
In the following, we introduce the details of the factor functions.
A. PROFILE ATTRIBUTE MATCHING
The attribute factor function f (x i , y i ) is defined as follows:
where ϕ(x i , y i ) is a vector of feature functions for encoding the user profile similarity for the user pair x i . The elements in ϕ(x i , y i ) represent different attribute features. The parameter α is a D-dimensional weighting vector. The detailed features used in our paper are listed as follows. These features allow our model to be easily adapted to different data collections.
1) USERNAME SIMILARITY
The username is always publicly accessible, as it is a useful way to identify an individual within a social network, and is generally a part of the URL of the web page that hosts the profile. In order to determine the similarity of two usernames, we choose Levenshtein distance to measure username similarity, which is quite effective in capturing the variations in the usernames chosen by the individuals [13] . Then, the similarity of two usernames n 1 and n 2 is calculated as follows:
Sim(n 1 , n 2 ) = 1 − lev(n 1 , n 2 ) max(l(n 1 ), l(n 2 )) (5) where lev(n 1 , n 2 ) denotes Levenshtein distance, l(n 1 ) is the number of characters of n 1 .
2) USERNAME UNIQUENESS Username uniqueness, denoted as I (n) = − log 2 (p(n)), which can quantify the amount of identifying information each username carries [13] , where n denotes username. To calculate this, we apply Markov Chain techniques to calculate the probability of username p(n). Assume that n = c 1 c 2 . . . c m , the probability of username n can be expressed as:
It has to be noted that only the previous k characters are considered to compute the probability of the next character.
3) PROFILE CONTENT SIMILARITY
We can combine all the information related to a profile into a bag-of-words model.These information contain gender, birthday, location, educational background, etc. The similarity of two profiles is then measured by cosine distance.
B. FRIEND RELATIONSHIP MATCHING
Considering that friend relationship is robust, reliable and consistent in microblogging SMNs, we construct structure matching based on it. The basic idea of friend relationship matching is that if user u A i is matched onto u B j , then we hope that user u A i 's friends in SMN A can also be matched to u B j 's friends in SMN B . In graph theory, the problem can be reduced to graph isomorphism [10] . The objective of graph isomorphism is to find a structure-preserving bijection between the vertex sets of two graphs. However, the above idea does not consider the friend relationship among three users. According to the social balance theory [32] , friends of friends tend to be the friends themselves, which composes a triadic structure in social networks. The triadic structure is the most basic group structure in social networks. A triad is a group of three people [33] . Roughly speaking, there are two types of triads: closed triads and open triads (see Figure 4 ). In a closed triad, there is a friend relationship between any two users. In an open triad, there are two relationships. If three users in SMN A compose a triadic structure, and two of them in SMN A are matched to two users in SMN B , then we hope that the third ones in two networks are identical users. Thus, we introduce triadic structure to model the friend relationship among three users. To leverage the friend relationships, we define the dyadic friend relationship and the triadic friend relationship.
Definition 3 (Dyadic Friend Relationship):
, which means that there is a connection between x i and x j , then we say that x i and x j have dyadic friend relationship. We denote this relationship as i,j .
Definition 4 (Triadic Friend Relationship): Let x i , x j , x k be three nodes in a UPG, if x i , x j and x k compose a triad, then we say that x i , x j and x k have triadic friend relationship. We denote this relationship as i,j,k .
As shown in Figure 3 (c), x 1 and x 3 have dyadic friend relationship, x 3 , x 4 and x 2 have triadic friend relationship. Based on the above definitions, the factor function g(y i , y j ) and the factor function g (y i , y j , y k ) are respectively defined as follows:
g (y i , y j , y k ) = exp{γ T ξ (y i , y j , y k )}
where β and γ are the weighting vectors, ψ(y i , y j ) and ξ (y i , y j , y k ) are one-hot vectors of dyadic friend relationship and triadic friend relationship respectively, which are defined as follows: ψ = (ψ 0,0 , ψ 0,1 , ψ 1,0 , ψ 1,1 ) (9) ξ = (ξ 0,0,0 , ξ 0,0,1 , ξ 0,1,0 , ξ 0,1,1 , . . .) (10) ψ m,n (y i , y j ) = 1 y i = m, y j = n 0 otherwise
ξ m,n,l (y i , y j , y k ) = 1 y i = m, y j = n, y k = l 0 otherwise
where m, n, l ∈ {0, 1}. We take the example in Figure 3 (b) and Figure 3 (c) to illustrate how to generate the factor function g(y i , y j ) and g (y i , y j , y k ). As shown in Figure 3 (b) and 3(c), we can have the following factor functions (Dyadic Friend Relationship):
g(y 1 , y 3 ), g(y 2 , y 3 ), g(y 3 , y 4 ), g(y 3 , y 5 ), g(y 6 , y 7 ), g(y 6 , y 8 ), g(y 7 , y 9 ), g(y 8 , y 9 ) Also, we can have the following factor functions (Triadic Friend Relationship):
g (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ), g (y 1 , y 2 , y 4 ), g (y 1 , y 2 , y 5 ), g(y 2 , y 3 , y 4 ), g (y 2 , y 3 , y 5 ), g (y 3 , y 4 , y 5 ), g (y 6 , y 7 , y 9 ), g (y 6 , y 8 , y 9 ), g (y 7 , y 8 , y 9 )
Besides, if y i = 0, y j = 1, y k = 0, then ξ (y i , y j , y k ) = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Vector ψ(y i , y j ) can be calculated in the same way.
C. MODEL LEARNING
Learning the factor graph model is to estimate a parameter configuration θ = {α, β, γ }, so that the log-likelihood of observation information (labeled user pairs) are maximized. By combing Eq.(5), Eq. (7) and Eq.(8), the joint probability defined in Eq.(3) can be rewritten as:
One challenge for learning the PIFGM model is that the input data is partially-labeled. To calculate the global normalization term Z , one needs to sum up the likelihood of possible states for all nodes in UPG, including unlabeled nodes. To deal with this, we use the labeled data to infer the unknown labels.
Here Y |Y L denotes a labeling configuration Y inferring from the known labels. We can define the log-likelihood objective function as L(θ ):
To solve the objective function, we can consider a gradient decent method. Specifically, taking the parameters α as an example, we can calculate the gradients as:
Similarly,
We take the components in Eq.(16) for example, other components can be explained in the same way. The component E p(Y |Y L ) i,j ψ m,n (y i , y j ) denotes the expectation of the summation of a dyadic friend relationship feature, given the label distribution over all the relationships conditioned on the labeled relationships. The component E p(Y ) i,j ψ m,n (y i , y j ) denotes the expectation of the same feature given the label distribution over all the relationships. We rewrite the component E p (Y ) i,j ψ m,n (y i , y j ) as:
Another challenge here is that the graphical structure in PIFGM can be arbitrary and may contain cycles, which makes it intractable to directly calculate the marginal probabilities in Eq. (18) . We utilize Loopy Belief Propagation (LBP) [31] for approximate calculation due to its ease of implementation and effectiveness. LBP is one popular approximate algorithm to calculate the marginal probabilities in a graphical structure. At the beginning, we approximate marginal probabilities p(y i ), p(y i , y j ) and p(y i , y j , y k ) using LBP, and perform LBP again to obtain those marginal probabilities conditioned on 
Calculate each p((y i , y j )|Y L ) conditioned on the observed labels using LBP;
Calculate the gradient of θ according to Eq.(15-17); 8
Update parameter θ with the learning rate η:
the observed labels. With the marginal probabilities, the gradient can be obtained according to Eq. (15) (16) (17) . Finally with the gradient, we update each parameter with a learning rate η. The learning algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. The components in step(3) ∼ step(6) are calculated for the parameter β. The components for the parameters α and γ can also be calculated in the similar way.
Based on the learned parameters, we can obtain the unlabeled user pairs by finding a label configuration that maximizes the joint probability using LBP, i.e.,
It has to be noted that we use LBP again to calculate the marginal probability of p(y i |Y L , UPG) and then predict the label with largest marginal probability.
D. DISTRIBUTED LEARNING
For the expectation calculation in Algorithm 1 (see step (3)), we should calculate the marginal probability p(y i ), p(y i , y j ), p(y i , y j , y k ) by LBP. For step (4) , we also should calculate the marginal probability p(y i ), p(y i , y j ), p(y i , y j , y k ) conditioned on the observed labels by LBP. LBP is an iterative process and needs to enumerate all possible label configurations for all the relationships. In Algorithm 1, the most time-consuming step is the gradient calculation. Due to the LBP process, it is important for the learning algorithm to scale up well with large networks. In our paper, we develop a distributed learning method based on MPI (Message Passing Interface) and adopt a master-slave architecture. To divide original PIFGM into different slave processors, we can partition PIFGM into K roughly equal parts, where K is the number of slaves. However, the edges (factors) between different subgraphs are eliminated, which would cause a precision decrease. To solve this problem, we save the whole PIFGM in an adjacent matrix, and then distribute the rows of the adjacent matrix into different machine nodes. In this way, no information is lost, since the dyadic and the triadic friend relationships are all kept in the same machine node. The detailed steps for our method are listed as follows:
Step 1: Divide the UPG into different batches. Save the whole graphical model of UPG in an adjacent matrix and then distribute the rows of the adjacent matrix into different slave nodes.
Step 2: Initialize the parameter θ;
Step 3: The master node sends the newest parameters θ to all the slaves;
Step 4: Slave nodes perform LBP on the corresponding batch to calculate the marginal probabilities, then compute the parameter's gradient and send it back to the master.
Step 5: The master node collects and sums up all gradients obtained from different batches, and updates parameters by the gradient descent method.
Step 6: Goto Step 3, until convergence.
E. CANDIDATE USER PAIR SELECTION
As shown above, the UPG is generated based on the set of candidate user pairs. However, the generated UPG might be very large in practice. Here, we introduce a method based on attributes and structure information for the selection of candidate user pairs. Firstly, we calculate the username similarity to generate seed matching. We define a similarity function for usernames, as shown in Eq. (6) . We then add the user pairs into the candidate set X when the similarity is above a threshold. We empirically set the threshold as 0.8. Then, we propagate the matching along with neighborhood relationships, and iteratively add new pairs in the the candidate set X . These new pairs have at least r neighboring pairs already mapped 2 . For example, as shown in Figure 1 , we assume that the user pairs (u A 1 , u B 1 ) and (u A 4 , u B 4 ) have been discovered by username similarity calculation, and we set r = 2. Then, we should add four pairs
3 ) into the the candidate set X . In our experiment, we associate each pair (u A i , u B j ) ∈ (U A × U B ) with a counter, denoted as M ij . At each iteration time t, we select one pair in X (t − 1) and add one to the counter of their neighboring pairs. The user pair having more than r marks is augmented into X (t). The process iterates until there are no more unselected pairs. The pseudocode for the method can be seen in Algorithm 2.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We verified PIFGM on two dataset collections (Section 5.1). All the experiments were conducted using a Linux server with with 128 G memory and 2.0 GHz CPU (Intel Xeon E5-2620 @ 2.00 GHz, 24 cores). The distributed learning algorithm was implemented on MPI (Message Passing Interface).
To quantitatively evaluate the proposed model, we consider the following performance metrics: if a method can find a matching between the two networks, we say that the method correctly recognizes a matching; otherwise, we say that the method makes a wrong recognition. We evaluate the comparison methods in terms of Precision, Recall, and F1-Measure. They are defined as: Recall = correct identified users/total identical users Precision = correct identified users/total identified users F1 measure = 2 * Recall * Precision/(Recall + Precision) Higher recall rate, precision and F1-measure indicate better performance of a user identification solution.
A. DATASET
We perform experiments on two collections: SNS dataset [10] and SR dataset (Sina microblog and Renren Network). The SNS data collection consists of five popular online social networking sites: Twitter (TW), Live-Journal (LJ), Flickr (FL), Last.fm (LA), and MySpace (MS). The detailed information about the SNS dataset can be found in [10] . Sina Weibo is one of the most popular Chinese micro-blogging websites, and Renren is a leading real-name social networking Internet platform in China. The Sina Microblog dataset can be captured from the Sina Microblog search page, and consists of 1.21 * 10 5 users. The RenRen dataset can be directly obtained from its Open API, and consists of 5.4 * 10 5 users. To evaluate the performance of our method, we extract three pairs of graphs from the Sina Microblog dataset and the Renren dataset. The profile features used for both two networks contain gender, birthday, location and educational background. Each pair of graphs is extracted by starting with the identical users and extracting two-layer friends. In each pair of graphs, we manually annotate some identical user pairs. The detailed information about the datasets is listed in Table 3 . As shown in Table 3 , the SR1 dataset consists of 4238 Sina Microblog users and 11874 Renren users. Because it is difficult to know the exact number of all identical user pairs, we randomly select 200 identified users from the results to calculate the precision. Fig. 5 illustrates the degree distributions of the two [10] : A novel energy-based model to formalize our problem as a unified optimization framework. This method considers both local (local attributes, network structure) and global consistency among multiple networks. We remove global consistency in our experiments, since we evaluate the problem across two networks. We also use the local attributes described in Section 4.1.
(3) JLA [27] : This method is proposed for user profile matching based on Conditional Random Fields that extensively combines usage of profile attributes and social linkage. We use different attributes for different datasets to calculate profile-distance(v, µ(v)), where v ∈ SMN A and its projection µ(v) ∈ SMN B . For example, profile-distance(v, µ(v)) is calculated as the Levenshtein distance on name matching for SNS network collection.
We train a classifier based on C4.5 with MultiBoosting to find incorrect projections. (4) FRUI [7] : The FRUI solves the user identification problem based on friend relationship. It reveals prior user matched pairs through a limited number of profiles. After a set of prior user matched pairs are identified, a set of new user matched pairs are recognized using network structure in the iteration process. We randomly select 5% labeled pairs as prior user pairs for SNS, and select 100 labeled pairs as prior user pairs for SR. (5) FRUI-P [8] : The FRUI-P first extracts the friend feature of each user in an SN into friend feature vector, and then calculates the similarities of all the candidate identical users between two SNs. Finally, a one-to-one map scheme is developed to identify the users based on the similarities. Several parameters in this method, such as the positive sample set S, the similarity threshold of the identified users λ, are set as default values. (6) PIFGM_A: To compare with FRUI and FRUI-P, we evaluate a variant of PIFGM by removing the profile attribute factor function f (x i , y i ), which is denoted as PIFGM_A.
C. USER IDENTIFICATION PERFORMANCE
We perform experiments on both data collections: SNS and SR. For SNS, we partition the ground truth mappings into four groups and conduct four-fold cross validation and report the average results. For SR, we manually label some identical user pairs, and only calculate the precision since the exact number of identical user pairs is unknown. Figure 6 shows the overall performance of the comparison methods on the two datasets. Clearly, our proposed method achieves better performance than the other comparison methods. In terms of F1-score, PIFGM achieves a 10∼15% improvement over SVM and JLA. PIFGM performs much better than COSNET. This demonstrates that our method is useful for user identification task and is superior to other jointly modeling methods. PIFGM_A also demonstrates its superiority over FRUI and FRUI-P.
We also report the evaluation results for each pair of networks. For each metric, the best results are highlighted in bold. Table 4 lists the detailed performance of hybrid supervised learning methods on each pair of networks. As shown in Table 4 , PIFGM achieves the best performance in most tasks. COSNET performs better than JLA and SVM. JLA suffers from low recall. This is because that this method propagates information from projections with similar attributes and facilitates discovering other matches. Thus, it can not discover the user pairs with low attribute similarity. Table 5 lists the detailed performance of structure based methods. To compare with FRUI and FRUI-P, network structure based methods, PIFGM degrades to PIFGM_A. Both PIFGM_A and FRUI adopt friend relationship to propose a uniform network structure based user identification solution. The performance of PIFGM_A is superior to that of FRUI and FRUI-P on all network pairs. In FRUI, the more closely matched the known friends of a candidate user pair, the higher the chance that they belong to the same real identity, which would result in a low recall rate. The performance of FRUI-P appears not satisfactory. This may be because that a part of the users in these real world SMNs only possess one friend whose features are virtually impossible to be learned from their friends. We deepen the analysis and find that FRUI-P can increase the precision performance on those users with a high number of friends. It suggests that the friend features of users with few friends can hardly been learned. Besides, the precision will increase if we increase the the similarity threshold of the identified users λ, which would also result in the decrease of recall.
The above performance demonstrates that our method considers both dyadic friend relationship and triadic friend relationship can identify more potential identical users. PIFGM performs better than PIFGM_A, which demonstrates that the hybrid modeling of attribute matching and network structure matching can help improve matching performance. Table 6 illustrates the precision results on SR dataset. The precision of PIFGM is around 70%, outperforming other methods in all the three experiments. FRUI-P performs poor over SR. Although this method does not require prior knowledge, the poor performance shows that it is not proper to identify user pairs depending only on it. This findings reveal that PIFGM is much more proficient for recognizing identical users across Sina Microblog and Renren. Besides, PIFGM_A also shows its superiority over FRUI and FRUI-P on both two datasets.
D. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 1) FACTOR CONTRIBUTION ANALYSIS
In PIFGM, we consider multiple factor functions: attribute factor function and friend relationship factor function. The former contains three local features: username similarity (US), profile content similarity (PS) and username uniqueness (UU). The latter contains two friend relationships: dyadic friend relationship (DF) and triadic friend relationship (TF). Here we perform an analysis to evaluate the contribution of the different factor functions in our model. We remove one of the five features from the model, and evaluate the deterioration in its performance. Figure 7 shows the F1 score and the precision on the SNS dataset and the SR dataset, respectively. PIFGM-US denotes that we remove the username similarity factor. We can observe clear drop on the performance when removing one of the factors. This indicates that our method works well by combining the different factor functions and each factor in our method contributes to the performance. However, we see that different local factors contribute differently in the different data collections. Username similarity contributes less on SR than on SNS. This is probably because that most usernames in Renren are real names, while in Sina Microblog are not. Dyadic friend relationship features and triadic friend relationship features are helpful to improve F1 score in SNS dataset, but not that helpful to improve precision on SR dataset. We deepen the analysis and find that structure-based factors can increase the recall rate since they are useful to find out more potential identical user pairs that have low attribute similarity.
2) EFFICIENCY PERFORMANCE
We now evaluate the efficiency performance of our distributed learning algorithm on the SNS data set. Since the network pairs in SNS have apparently difference in computing time, we select three network pairs (Flickr-Last.fm, Flickr-MySpace, Last.fm-MySpace), with similar amount of users, to show the running time and the speedup of the distributed algorithm with different number of computer nodes (cores). As shown in Figure 8 , it is noticeable that when the number of cores increases, the running time of one iteration would decrease apparently. The speedup curve is very close to the linear shape when using 1∼4 cores. Although the speedup inevitably decreases when the number of cores increases, it can achieve 7∼8 speedup with 12 cores. This results demonstrate that the proposed distributed method typically achieves a significant reduction of CPU time.
3) CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS
We analyze the convergence property of PIFGM. We use the average F1-score on ten network pairs in SNS dataset, and the average precision on three network pairs in SR dataset to measure the overall performance. The results in Figure 9 demonstrate that PIFGM can converge quickly within about 100 iterations on both two datasets.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper studies how to identify users across different social networks. We precisely define the problem, and propose a novel factor graph model-based method PIFGM to address it. We formalize friend relationship into two types: dyadic friend relationship and triadic friend relationship. Then, we incorporate the user profiles' attributes, dyadic friend relationship and triadic friend relationship into a factor graph model. We design several experiments for hybrid method comparison and friend relationship based method comparison. Experimental results on two real-world datasets show that the proposed method significantly outperforms comparison methods. To further scale up to large networks, we propose a distributed learning algorithm based on MPI without information lose. Experiments demonstrate good parallel efficiency of the distributed learning algorithm. However, during the distributed learning algorithm, the speedup inevitably decreases when the number of cores increases. Thus, we will further investigate the fast learning of PIFGM model to reduce the computation time. Furthermore, it would be interesting to investigate how the identified user information can help other applications such as community detection, trust relationship inferring, and link recommendation. Identifying anonymous users across multiple SMNs is still a challenging work. To achieve a more accurate result, we can incorporate content-based methods into this method, since profile-based, structure-based and content-based methods are complementary and not mutually exclusive. However, the content features (including temporal information, spatial information and posts) are extremely difficult to obtain for the SNS dataset and Renren dataset in our current work. Although not all identical users can be recognized with this method, it can build the foundation for further studies on this issue. Therefore, we suggest applying these methods synergistically for proper decision making purpose in our future work.
